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NONPERFECT SPACES WTTH POINT-COUNTABLE BASES

PETER DAVIES1

Abstract. We construct a completely regular space of cardinality N, with a

point-countable base, which is not perfect. This answers a question of

Fleissner and Reed. We also construct, under the hypothesis 2"» < 2"', a

hereditarily normal space of cardinality N, with a a-disjoint base, which is

not perfect.

0. Introduction. In a preliminary version of their paper [FR] Fleissner and

Reed ask the question: Is every regular space of cardinality N, with a

point-countable base perfect (every closed set is a Gs)l We answer their

question, negatively, with a completely regular counterexample. The example

is constructed in two stages. First we construct a completely regular, first

countable space containing a closed discrete subspace which is not a Gs. Then

using the technique of "splitting points" employed by Bing [B], and made

explicit by Tall [T,], and Chaber [C], we construct the required space.

Fleissner and Reed show that if the hypothesis is strengthened to "a-point-

finite base", then there is no absolute counterexample. They prove, under

Martin's Axiom plus the negation of the continuum hypothesis, that all such

spaces are perfect. We show that a counterexample with a a-disjoint base

exists, under the hypothesis that 2"° < 2"'. Thus, the statement that regular

spaces of cardinality X, with a-point-finite bases are perfect is independent of

and consistent with the usual axioms of set theory.

1. The examples. Space X. A completely regular, first countable space of

cardinality N, containing a closed discrete subspace which is not a Gs.

Let A = Wj X «,. Points off the diagonal or of the form <a, a>, where a is

a successor ordinal, are taken to be isolated. We construct a countable

neighbourhood base for each of the remaining points as follows:

Let a < <0] be a limit ordinal, and let {<*,,}*<« De some increasing

sequence, cofinal in a. For every ß < a let U(a, ß) = (o^,, a) X { ß) where

m = inf{n:ß < a„] ((a„, a) denotes the open interval in the usual order

topology on «,). For every « < w, let V(a, n) = {<a, a>} U U ß>aii U(a, ß).

{V(a, n)}n<u is the countable neighbourhood base for <a, a>.

It is not hard to see that X is first countable, F, and zero-dimensional, and
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hence completely regular. The subset A = «a, a}: a < ux, lim(a)} is closed

discrete. Suppose it were a Gs. Then A"\A = U „<w C„ where for each n < u,

C„ is closed in X. For each n < to, let Aj¡ = [a: (a, /?> G C„) and Sn = { ß:

Aß is unbounded in w,}. Then for some n < u, Sn is stationary in w,. Let

Yo G S„ be arbitrary and, for 1 < m < to, inductively pick ym G Sn n

n,<m clWi /ly" (closure in to, with the usual topology). Let y = sup{ym:

m < co}. Then <y, y> G cl^ C„ = C„. Hence Cn n A ^ 0 a contradiction.

Therefore A is not a Gs in A1.

S/>ace F. A completely regular space of cardinality N, with a point-count-

able base, which is not perfect.

We prove a general lemma and then note that our space X satisfies its

hypothesis and thus generates our required space Y.

Lemma. For every space X which is

(a) of cardinality ttx,

(b) first countable, and,

(c) has a closed discrete subspace which is not a Gs,

there is a space Y which is (a), (b) and (c), has a point-countable base, and has

the same separation properties as X.

Proof. Let X be as in the hypothesis, and C c. X a closed discrete

subspace which is not a Gs. We can enumerate C as {ca}a<K for some k < wx.

Let D = A"\C. Let D* = {<</, a}: d ED,a< <o,}. Let Y = C u D$ with

the following topology:

(i) Points of D * are isolated.

(ii) For each a < k, pick a countable neighbourhood base (in A") for ca, say

{M(a, n)}n<u, such that for each n < u, M(a, n) n (C\{a)) = 0. Our

neighbourhood base for ca in Y, {N(a, n)}n<u, is defined by: for each n < w,

N(a, n) = {ca} u [<d, ß}: d E M(a, n), ß > a). Clearly |F| = H,. By the

same arguments as in [T,] Y has the same separation properties as X. A

particular <</, /?> can only be in some N(a, ß) if a < ß. Therefore Y has a

point-countable base. Clearly C is closed discrete in Y. Suppose C is a Gs in

Y. Then C = H n<u On where each On is open in Y. We can assume for each

n < to that 0„ = U a<lt N(a, ma), where for all a < k, ma E u. For each

n < to let 0'n = U a<K M(a, ma). Since C is not a G4 in X, there is some

d E D such that ¿/ G 0„' for every n < u. Hence for each n < w, d E

M(a„, m„J for some an < k and m^ < to. Let a = sup{a„: n < a). Then

<t/, a> G N(a„, m^) for each n < u. Hence <t/, a> G H „<w 0„, a contradic-

tion. Therefore C is not a GÄ in 7.

Remarks. (1) A" is not normal (consider disjoint subsets of A corresponding

to disjoint stationary subsets of b3x).

(2) Any space with the properties of the lemma (where the discrete subset is

uncountable) cannot be collectionwise Hausdorff.

Therefore it is consistent with the axioms of set theory that no such space is
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normal (see [T2] or [F]), and so our construction cannot yield a normal

(absolute) counterexample.

Question. Does there exist a (real) normal space of cardinality Nt with a

point-countable base which is not perfect? By the remarks above, if there is

such a space, the closed set which is not a Gs cannot be discrete.

Space Z. (2"° < 2"'). A space of cardinality N, which is hereditarily normal,

has a cr-disjoint base and is not perfect.

Let Z be any subset of the reals of cardinality Xr Because 2"° < 2"1 implies

there are no <2-sets, there exists a subset W of Z which is not an F„ in Z (with

the subspace topology). Extend the subspace topology on Z by making points

of W isolated. This new topology is hereditarily normal and has a a-disjoint

base (see for example [E, p. 380]). Also W is still not an Fg and, since it is

open, witnesses that our new topology is not perfect.
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